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Complications, preventable harm and death at emergence: 

an analysis of the Wake Up Safe database
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● WUS database reviewed 7/8/2020 - 4874 events - 1073 met 
inclusion criteria (22.0%), 6 duplicates removed, resulting in 1067 
events (Table 1)

● Some events listed in multiple categories (ie. respiratory event led  
to cardiac arrest and then death)

● 54 events resulted in permanent harm or death
● Identified 205 cardiac arrests, 35 (17.1%) resulted in harm/death
● 59.5% of arrests (122/205) were respiratory in etiology and 74.2% 

deemed preventable (89/120) (Table 2)
● 8 preventable events resulted in permanent harm
○ 4 followed cardiac catheterization
○ 2 due to unrecognized procedural complications
○ 1 due to unrecognized hyperkalemia following resuscitation

● We defined the emergence phase using variables in the Wake Up
Safe (WUS) database that specified emergence, extubation, and
within the first postoperative hour

● Events during emergence were selected and reviewed by three
anesthesiologists for inclusion criteria
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Conclusion

● 22.0% of adverse events in the WUS database occur during the emergence
phase

● Respiratory and medication events rarely result in lasting harm
● 24% of cardiovascular events during the emergence phase resulted in

permanent harm or death
● 59.5% of cardiac arrests were respiratory in etiology

Table 1: All Complications Table 2: Cardiac Arrest

● Etiology of adverse events during anesthesia care relate to the
phase of care

● Study of specific phases may guide process improvement to reduce
adverse events


